
Seeing the Wood for the Trees

All architecture is contrivance- there is very little that any 
architect does that isn’t a game in some way. I mean that 
in the sense that it is always an edited, reduced version of 
reality, operating within a given set of rules, labelling players 
and acting within a predetermined scope, using a language/
code-set, with its own, equally artificial measures of success. 
In other words it is not just the hardware of architecture that 
embeds redundancy (As Stewart Brand put it: “All buildings 
are predictions. All predictions are wrong”1) but in fact the 
operating system / language of architecture itself. To invent 
a game of that game could be an excellent way to self-
consciously map it, or it could become so abstracted and 
self-referential that it becomes impossible to find a way 
out. 

So the first question must be: How much should we let the 

fact that we know it’s a game influence the way we play 

it, or should we suspend our disbelief and play along?2 In 
the case of our game the biggest suspension was that, like 
many competitions, the brief was not a question but an 
answer. It was that answer that required questioning rather 
than furnishing. The problem is that once you have selected 
which rules to knowingly play along with, you have to live 
with them. Deliberately producing work which doesn’t feel 
like it’s the best thing you’re capable of doing has a special, 
demoralising, perverted masochism to it. During the game, 
it leaves the player with a gut-wrenching awkwardness, 
even a sense of split personality. Healthy, in that it makes 
you think critically about your own aspirations, the way you 
handle tutors, briefs etc. Healthy, in that it prevents us from 
falling into the normal student opt-out: escapism. Unhealthy, 
in that it forces the players (albeit temporarily) away from 
their design potential and leaves us feeling patronised and 
trapped as well as invigorated and provoked. 

There is a risk that as well as being liberated by the game, 
we become further disabled by it – in fact you can feel both 
happening at the same time. People tend to deliver what is 
asked of them. It you ask a designer to produce something 
predictable, they will. If you ask them to solve the most 
difficult problem on earth against all the odds, they probably 
can.3 Perhaps all that is equally true of the architecture game 
as it is of the Softpraxis game. The risk is that introverted, 
backward-think games (however enjoyable and revealing) 
can be self-defeating, serving only to muddy the water and 
shroud the exits.

Most crucial is the authenticity of the game as an experimental 
device. There was a nagging (deliberately heightened) sense 
that the path of the game was following a pre-determined 
Till / Schneider script. The outcomes seemed to have already 
been decided on, or at least the language of those outcomes 
had; each exchange furnished with knowing smiles. 

So to make any kind of departure, we have to bite the hand 
that encourages us.

Alternative is not a Thing

It is crucial at this point to mark a distinction between 
alternatives and ‘Alternative’.  The first translates as: different 
ways of doing things (which only makes sense preceded by 
the question - different to what? and why?); and the second: 
a self-marginalising tendency to embed a rebellious identity, 
associated with hippie-ism, new age movements, odd dress-
sense etc. There is a more fundamental problem with this 
also: by defining “alternative architectural praxis (AAP)”4, 
we attempt not only to limit the meaning of a word which 
ultimately means ‘everything else’, but also to entrench 
‘Alternative’ as something other than the main event, rather 
than what it actually is, which is a list of things that the 
main event is going to have to do differently in order to 
avoid extinction. This argument might be purely semantic, 
but it matters. Alternatives tend, eventually, to be accepted 
into the mainstream as institutional learning, whereas 
‘Alternative’ is self-marginalising and usually considered 
ignore-able. It carves out, and settles into, its own alienated 
pocket of comfortable resistance. 

A Building is not a Thing

Probably the most counterproductive mental block to 
the architectural discipline today is the association with 
Buildings5. The concept of Building, like the concepts 
Warwickshire, Permanence and Wednesday is an invented 
(western) construct. In the west especially, we display a 
constant need to categorise time and space. The fact that 
design commissions have tended to come from discrete 
clients who request alterations to portions of the planet 
identified by legislative red lines, and within a certain time 
interval, has generated a shared illusion called “Building”.

Architecture will probably always have something to do with 
shelter, containment/space-provision, identity-marking… 
but the word Building is becoming an increasingly useless 
and restrictive way to describe those things.  (For example, 
architecture may previously have been best understood as 
a set of adjusted collective intensities, but is probably now 
more meaningfully understood as a set of adjusted connective 
intensities6). By limiting our repertoire to ‘Buildings, and 
automatically defaulting to construction we are engaging 
only a tiny corner of architecture’s potential contribution.

If the noun Building is itself an abstraction, then to argue that 
a shift from purified, idealised buildings to messy, subverted, 
lived-in buildings is a “Socratic re-engagement”7 is to at least 
half miss the point. 

Cedric Price’s advice to be “less concerned with the design 
of bridges and more concerned with how to get to the other 
side”8 is repeatedly ignored by architects in favour of esoteric 
value systems. To simply take those disciplinary contrivances 
and distort and subvert them in a faintly self-flagellating 
way as a sort of ‘counter-architecture’ is only of meaning 
to those within the discipline, and not even to all of them. It 
certainly is of little relevance to society. It advocates sitting 
inside architecture’s “black box”9 and shouting at it, instead 
of stepping outside and seeing if the air is breathable.

Architecture Games:

Softpraxis so far
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What can architecture do?

Architecture’s challenge at the beginning of 21st century 
(and the subtext of the Studio 8 brief?) should probably 
be not the reformation, but the gradual dissolution of the 
discipline as an isolated game. Ole Bouman put this point 
powerfully at the press release for Volume Magazine:

“In the light of current realities, devoting your time to 
these intra-architectural fascinations may (also) be a bit 
silly -  I give it up...There is a degree of urgency to deal 
with larger issues that makes disciplinary solipsism no 
longer a free choice but an act of deliberate denial…”
…”This shadow of the claim of autonomy is dubious…. 
So I would advocate an architecture for change, 
which is larger than the dynamics of its own history; 
an architecture that is re-presenting the status quo, 
an architecture which may be part of the solution 
rather than the face of the problem. An architecture 
for a cause rather than the corruption of a cause. An 
architecture for a purpose rather than for a career 
drive. Of course it all boils down to the question of- 
What can it do?”10

However much we may enjoy the architecture game, we 
must find a way to make it maximally useful to society 
and individuals, as (variably) are the games of economists, 
healthcare professionals, computer scientists, politicians. I 
always try to make sure I can justify my projects to my 
Grandma. We should be embarrassed that the mobile 
phone, the internet, the M1 (one of my favourite pieces of 
architecture so far), mobile breast cancer-screening and the 
dynamic-demand freezer had nothing to do with architects; 
and even further, that we are blind to design successes 
that fall within architecture’s traditional remit. Very few 
architects eulogise over the electricity pylon, the petrol 
station, or the 10ft wide trailer-home, which makes up 8% 
of the US housing stock and is, according to Colin Davies, 
the most efficient dwelling-delivery industry yet designed, 
ahead of Levittown.11

If possible, we should go about effecting this dissolution not 
just by critical polemic, but by invention. Buckminster Fuller’s 
argument that design is a more humane alternative to politics 
(Design being concerned with adapting our environment to 
us, and politics being concerned with adapting us to our 
environment) reframes the way we might go about this. 
His argument was that design progress can undermine 
the fundamental basis of politics, which is the principle of 
Malthusian scarcity and how to manage it.  “You never 
change things by fighting the existing reality. To change 
something, build a new model that makes the existing model 
obsolete.” 

Software / Hardware Design

So how might we do that? An obvious area in which the 
architectural game edits reality (and creates for itself an 
alibi for political withdrawal) is in its historic focus on any 
given architectural system’s hardware. Architects have 
laboured over theories of form, and shaped the world with 
it, revering this remote, mystical point at which it interacts 
with activity and meaning (“Form follows Function” etc) A 
sort of (architectural) backwards version of the Cartesian 
dualism dilemma. What Koolhaas and OMA opened up (as 
an implication of New York ‘bigness’) was the hint towards 
cross-programming as a design tool, AMO have since 
advanced this. What Price made explicit (particularly with 
Generator) was the idea that architects should design not 

the objects but the rules by which others may design the 
objects- which enters into a conversation about power and 
who has it. It should be apparent to us by now that the 
‘success’ (which sometimes means beneficial failure) of 
an architectural system has increasingly more to do with 
architecture’s software than it does its hardware, and to 
prioritise the physical ‘stuff’ of the system is effectively to 
bury our head in the sand, and relegate all design activity 
to near-irrelevance. An obvious example is the cultural 
dissemination of iconic images - Zaha may not be a genius, 
but she is a clever opportunist.
 
It is probably not entirely a coincidence that this argument is 
paralleled by the relative growth of the computer hardware 
and software industries.12 While there will always be a 
hardware industry, its market pace is finite and competition 
fierce, whereas software has scope for infinite expansion, 
openness and change. (It is also worth noting that apart 
from developing more effective models of participation, the 
computer industry has a much more interesting definition for 
the word architecture13 than we do and holds Moore’s law 
as a benchmark for progress, for which architecture has no 
equivalent.)

Perhaps it’s a stupidly literal interpretation, but the title 
‘SoftPraxis’ might be just an invitation to shift mindset 
slightly: to work seriously with architecture as software with 
the same amount of attention that we usually pay to working 
with it as hardware. (Perhaps, as a side-effect, liberating us 
slightly from our aesthetically partisan mindset.) If nothing 
else, it would be interesting to see how much architecture 
can achieve before it actually has to build something.

1 How Buildings Learn: What happens after they’re built –Stewart Brand
2 Part of my personal motivation was to see if I could do it; knowing that 
I’m not particularly good at designing buildings, could I sell a building and 
an agenda to a client that causes them to think more seriously about their 
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3 I don’t know what happens if you ask a designer to ask the most important 
question on earth…
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Architecture 2006 Lectures
5 Architects have been implying this for a while, misunderstanding to the 
extent that it has become stereotypical and boring for students to find ways 
to avoid designing a building.
6 In Junkspace, Koolhaas approached this gap between technology 
and conceptual framework from another direction, in suggesting that 
“Unwittingly, all architects may be working on the same building”.
7 J Till – Lost Judgement EAAE 2003-2005
8 Cedric Price - The Square Book
9 J Till – Lost Judgement EAAE 2003-2005
10 http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=ACuV9K7ErkM
11 Colin Davies / London Met School of Architecture , Docomomo Lecture, 
London 2007
12 We “have to start the year selling 30-40% more just to stay even. That’s 
life in the hardware technology business.” Irving Wladawsky-Berger, IBM 
Academy of Technology
13 “The overall design or structure of a computer system, including the 
hardware and the software required to run it, especially the internal structure 
of the microprocessor. e.g. network architecture.” Structure in this context 
means not counter-gravitational support but organisational dynamics.


